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Breathable Compressed Air
A complete range of wall or floor mounted breathable compressed air products suitable 
for use in two and four man breathing air installations. Our products guarantee the 
highest quality air by removing particles, oil aerosols, odours and vapours.

Key Features Benefits

Portable standalone frame or  
wall mounted assembly with 
several product configurations.

Choice and flexibility to suit 
your application needs.

Robust cast aluminium alloy 
housing with an anti-corrosion 
Walker E-coat finish.

Corrosion resistance increases 
product longevity.

Borosilicate glass microfibre 
media in the XA element delivers 
enhanced filtration performance.

Low operating differential 
pressure resulting in improved 
energy efficiency.

Custom engineered anti            
re-entrainment layer in the XA 
element offers superior drainage.

Minimises pressure losses and 
increases liquid removal.

Finely divided activated carbon 
media in the AC element.

Removes odours and tastes with  
an exceptional performance level.

Self relieving air pressure 
regulators and pressure gauges.

Regulates pressure to improve 
energy efficiency.

Float operated drain as standard 
on all breathable air filters

Removes condensate 
automatically as the liquid level 
increases within the filter bowl.

Two or four port manifold 
versions available.

Choice and flexibility to suit 
your application needs.
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Technical notes

1
Duplex filters offer 2 stage filtration within one filter unit. Each filtration package provides an XA grade element in the 
lower section for oil removal, while the AC grade element in the upper section is for odour removal.

2 Direction of air flow is inside to out through XA grade and outside to in through AC grade filter element.

3 Breathable air filters include float operated drains as standard.

4
Self relieving air pressure regulators are used with 0 to 16 barg (0 to 232 psig) pressure gauges and can control the 
outlet air pressure between 2 and 10 barg (29 and 145 psig).

5
Walker Filtration recommends that a water separator and a 1 micron particulate removal filter are installed prior to 
breathable compressed air filter products.

6 * Recommended operating temperature 25°C, 77°F.

Breathable Compressed Air

Technical Specification

wall mountable option
BA20W / BA20WH (2 users)  
BA30W / BA30WH (4 users)

floor standing option
BA20F / BA20FH (2 users) 
BA30F / BA30FH (4 users)
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filter  
model

inlet pipe 
size

flow rate dimensions (mm) weight  
Kg

no. of 
outlets

element 
modelNm³/h SCFM A B C D

BA20W ¼ 25 15 260 320 323 77 0.90 2 at 3/8" E361XA / E381AC

BA20WH ¼ 25 15 398 458 337 100 0.90 2 at 3/8" E361XA / E381AC

BA20F ¼ 25 15 500 n/a 450 500 0.90 2 at 3/8" E361XA / E381AC

BA20FH ¼ 25 15 500 n/a 450 500 0.90 2 at 3/8 " E361XA / E381AC

BA30W 3/8 50 30 260 320 323 77 0.95 4 at 3/8 " E371XA / E381AC

BA30WH 3/8 50 30 398 458 337 100 0.95 4 at 3/8" E371XA / E381AC

BA30F 3/8 50 30 500 n/a 450 500 0.95 4 at 3/8" E371XA / E381AC

BA30FH 3/8 50 30 500 n/a 450 500 0.95 4 at 3/8" E371XA / E381AC

model description

BAF1 Stand alone frame assembly suitable for Rp ¼ to Rp  filter assemblies

WKN40178 Air pressure regulator and pressure gauge

Ordering information
BA20W or BA30W: wall mounting option with duplex filter.

BA20WH or BA30WH: wall mounting option with duplex filter and compressed air heater.

BA20F or BA30F: duplex filter mounted onto a portable frame.

BA20FH or BA30FH: duplex filter and compressed air heater mounted onto a portable frame.

specification

Particle removal 0.01 micron

Maximum oil carryover at 20°C (68°F) 0.003 mg/m³ 0.003 ppm

Maximum temperature * 50°C 122°F

Maximum working pressure 10 barg 145 psig
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